
STEERING GROUP MEETING MINUTES
Buccleuch Hotel

Tuesday 9th February 2016, 19.30

Present :         Peter Bower, Juliet Brown Colin Brydon, Jon Haydon,
Tom Mulholland [Chair], Peter Ryan, Peter Beck-Samuels

Apologies: Robbie Porteous, Richard Musgrave-Wood

In Attendance: Heather Clark, John Clark, Ben Biddlecombe-Hall

Welcome & Apologies:

Apologies were noted.  Tom welcomed and thanked those supporters who had taken
the opportunity to attend as observers.

Minutes of Meeting held on 04.01.16:

Accepted;  proposed - Jon Haydon; seconded - Peter Bower
It was noted that Peter Ball should be spelt Bawl.

Matters Arising:

Website / Facebook:     Colin asked whether there was still interest in a website.  This
was confirmed, and Colin’s offer to institute it was welcomed.  It was suggested that
items such as meeting agendas and minutes, membership application form,  history of
MCW, summary of Feasibility Report and possibly others could all be included.  It was
noted that funding was available through the Lottery Grants.  It was agreed that Colin,
Juliet & Peter BS should meet to agree content; and that Robbie should be involved re
formatting and ‘look’ of the pages.

Project Officer: The value of having documents on Dropbox for viewing +/-
editing was confirmed. Peter BS to obtain more information from Darren re using
Dropbox.

Legal Structure: It was confirmed that the latest draft SCIO constitution was ready
for submission to OSCR, and that the application to OSCR was the next task.
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Castle Loch:  Tom reminded everyone that we need to propose dates to
Darren for a visit to Castle Loch.  Everyone to give availability to Tom  for early March.

Public Meeting Review:

There was considerable discussion on the events which took place, both the positive
comments received and those who were opposed.  Joan McAlpine had forwarded
an e-mail which she had received which was critical of both our aims and the process
to get community support.  It was noted that Jon has done a draft response to Joan;
Darren had let us have his views on the events of Tuesday. Four key points came
out of the discussion:

● The way in which we have carried our community consultation was as varied
and broad as could reasonably be expected:  public meetings,  stands at
events and in the town, personal contact, Moffat Online, newspaper articles,
social media.  The questionnaire gave opportunity for people to say they did
not agree.

● It is important that we are seen to react positively to those who feel negative.
It was agreed that we should give them an opportunity to meet with us.  A
number of members of the Group offered to be involved in such a meeting.
There should be direct contact with those who feel negative to arrange such
a meeting.  The importance and urgency of the Newspaper which had been
agreed previously becomes a priority when Robbie is back.

● It was agreed that the Feasibility Study contained much of the information
which would explain to those with concerns, both that we had addressed
them, and the conclusions we came to.  It would have been valuable to have
had the Feasibility Report available at the meeting.  It was noted that 1
person had asked if she could have a copy e-mailed, and this had been done.
Copies should be made available to anyone who wants them. It will be sent
to all those on our database; copies will be placed in the Library for anyone
who wants one.

● It was agreed that we should not halt in anyway the progress made, and the
plans to proceed, whilst taking the actions indicated above.  It was noted in
addition that we have considerable support from ‘professionals’ within the
Community [such as foresters, wildlife supporters, environmental groups] as
well as external support from organisations with considerable experience
[such as Scottish Land Fund, HIE, Forestry Commission].  Peter B  raised the
point that irrespective of how the project develops, Gallow Hill would become
a significant land asset in its own right.

Action points agreed were:
● Respond to Joan McAlpine, together with attachement of Feasibility Study
● Place the Feasibility Study in the library
● Offer to meet with ‘dissenters’
● Creation of the Newspaper and its distribution
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Membership:

Robbie’s proposed follow-on poster was warmly received. It was noted that it needed
to include where to obtain Membership forms from.  Suggestions included newsa-
gent, butcher, library, Moffat Outdoors, Green Frog, ? Benmar petrol station, and
website.
[Post Meeting Note:  all except Green Frog and Benmar have agreed. These 2 still
to be approached].

The value and importance of Robbie’s suggestion of a Newspaper should be taken
on as a priority to improve communication with residents in general.

Ratification of New Members:  The 23 names included on the circulated list
were ratified as members.  It was noted that in order to maintain confidentiality, future
names for ratification should be tabled only, and with only names, and category of
membership.

Finance Report:

Jon presented the Finance Report which had been included with the papers.  The
individual items of expenditure were ratified.  It was noted that cash in hand amounts
to £11.50;  remaining grant  funding from BIG Lottery funds is £4 693.08.  The Report
was approved.

It was agreed that these funds could be used for:
● Membership applications and advertising
● Website set up costs
● Newspaper production and distribution
● Hill and wildlife surveys
● ? people counters
● ? marketing for open days on the hill.
●

Juliet supported the use of funds for surveys.  She also emphasised the importance
of us being proactive regarding flooding, and obtaining up to date reports.  This may
be difficult before we gain ownership.

Public Forum:

The observers present were asked for their views, especially with regard to the
feed-back from the Public Meeting.  They were in favour of continuation with the
proposed purchase, and with the direction of the Steering Group.  The observers left
at this point.
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Valuer’s Report::

Peter BS presented the reports on the initial valuation by John Syme of the District
Valuer’s Office.  It was noted that there was a significant gap between the valuation
provided by AE, and that of John of c. £60 000.  This is made up largely of 2
components:

● VAT:  John has indicated that it is unusual for VAT to be part of land
sales, and would not form part of the valuation.  It should be negotiated with
AE to absorb those costs either wholly or in part.  Peter BS had asked David
Johnstone the option to tax on the land, and he confirmed that his under-
standing was that there was VAT applied to the land, but said he would
confirm with his accountant.   It was agreed that we should check the VAT
implications, possibly asking advice from CWA.

● ‘improvement works’:  These form part of the basic valuation, and
cannot be added on the valuation.

John indicated that there is some flexibility on the valuation [c. 10%]. He suggests
that we should try and negotiate with AE before putting in his final written valuation,
since once committed to paper this would become definitive.  It was noted that
valuations are normally valid for 6 months, but it is not usually a problem to get a
letter of addendum to extend the validity beyond that if necessary.

John had made proposals as to how to deal with the ‘ransom strip’ requested by AE.
He suggests that we should leave the access path adjacent to the houses with AE
which leaves them with the responsibility for management and liaison.  There was
some concern as to the wisdom of allowing AE a ransom strip;  careful legal wording
would be necessary to ensure protection of our rights of access.   We need to confirm
the exact site of termination of D&G Council responsibilities for the access road.

It was agreed that a meeting with AE was urgent. Tom agreed to set it up.  Tom
asked if anyone else wished to be involved, but it was agreed to leave the original
team to meet with them.

Any Other Business:

Nil

DONM:

29th February, 2016,  19.30; Buccleuch Hotel [Tom to check availability]
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